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"Complete Self-reallzatlon is the attalnment of that stage where nothing else
ls required. You only enjoy the bllss and satisfactlon of ftrlftllment."
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Beginning this issue of The Divine Cool Breeze,. iust the highlights of Shri Mataji,s talkswill .be. prlsented,. including quotes from the tilt--ano a-veb brief synopsis of thecontent. Comptete talks mair be obtained in iuoio oi uio6o-iil" form from theaudio/video librairy in Austria:

Sahaja Yoga Audio/Video Center
Gumpendoifer Str. 30/9
1060 Wien
Austria

SHRI MATAJI'S ADDRESS AT PTTNE, INDIA TOTIR 1g88

Shri Mataji elaborates in great detail on the dha_rma of a Sahaja yogi and theguidelines of slfqi living. - she uses many courrui 
"*ihil"r-li 

righteousness toillustrate the principles and strength ;l-;ha;;d.

So now, welcome tg ygt.r all for, this Pune place. In the Shastras is described asPunya Patana, meaning the city of Funyai.... -'---'

we are doino hele the Puja for our Punyas, is to ask for punyas. Now what are thePunyas? Ho"w oo you get'cunyaiz we have to know about it...
we have certain dharmas within us. And these dharmas are to be observed lo oet
F:lll::. 

For a sahaja Yosi, the 
-firsi 

ataira-is to ue-i*o"int-ini"iJ'ffi i"nBi

The second dharm.a is.to appreciate and understand the beauty of nature, to live withnature... shun all that is usilv... so the iriteinit/ of".un;;i6i,;'inlnd, and fraternity ofugliness works with ugly. pe-oite. ug.iv.r"bG J*"yJ-rliilLtri"Jll'""n0 those who-areviolent within will say itr'at we wari't-tri tobt violent and we want to look like wildpeople...

Now regarding the dharma of Nabhi is very important. Thg dharma of Nabhi, to beginwith, is as vou know, that you have to uri a ilooJ trouserrolci;.:: S; one thing aboutdharma is fnat it ha6 itJ-o'uun ri.ititii-nJ""rt "iir";wn grace and its own styte. Forexample, a man should behave like a man not tikel devif, of course,'u,rli'ldd,'iot iitia henpecked husband. so there'J some maryada! Io-iil i6l ,fi;ffi;s and out of that,this is a very imoortant dharma one has to idiutar.- Respect is the way you can followthat dharma-very well...

H?Hrillther 
dharma is the raja dharma where you shoutd not behave in any iilegal

Another is vou must have a very kind and sensitive heart, is very important. That isthe way ths dharma of the mani'works out...
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Then comes the dharma of collectivity...

So at Sahasrara is just the surrendering which we call islam, means surrender.
Surrender what? Surr-ender your ego and surrender your bad c-onditioning is the point
which one has to reach... This understanding of doing things for Sahaja Yoga, of doing
things for others and enjoying that, is the greatest Punya" May God Bless You"

MR. C.P. SHRIVASTAVA'S SPEEGH, GANAPATIPULE, 1988

On occasions like this it's not very easy to speak. Rajesh has said so many many
things about me and I do not know if I deserve the great compliments that he has paid
to me. But even if you were to accept that all that he said has happened, it will mean
that I have been an extremely fortunate person. A person who has been blessed by
divinity and who else other than... (applause)

We have been married for about forty-two years now and everything that Rajesh
mentioned has happened during those forty-two years, glorious years. But my dear
friends, my dear Sahaja Yogis and Sahaja Yoginis, so many of you have come from
abroad. I met you in foreign lands and it's a great priviledge for me to meet you here
in my own country. I want first of all to welcome you here and to say what a great joy
it is to see you in India. I recall earlier this year I had the great privilege and pleasure
and honor of being with so many of you in France, in Spain, in ltaly, in Switzerland
and what a great experience that was.

Yes, I grew up in India, I'm a very proud Indian, but I'm also very proud citizen of the
world. I believe as your Mother does, that this is one world, one human family, we are
all brothers and sisters. We must all live together in a world of love, in a world of
peace. I have been functioning in another world, a world which is not beautiful, not as
beautiful as the world in which you live. Your world is different. I remember some
time ago I had the great honor of saying a few words to a gathering of Sahaja Yogis
and Sahaja Yoginis. That was about four years ago, and I had then said that there
are two distinct worlds, one this beautiful world of yours where there is love abiding,
where there is purity, where there is sharing of everything, where one sees human
nature at its best. And there is another world, far removed. The world in which I have
to serve, in which I have to live. And that world is not what you see here. That world
is based on largely selfishness, promotion of self-interest, competition, getting the better
of the other person, exploitation.

And the United Nations system which I have the great honor of serving, was
established to bring about a transformation, bring about a new political system, a new
economic system, a more just system. And within this United Nations family a lot of
activity have been going on. Every effort has been made to promote peace in the field
of health, in the field of education, in the field of science and technology, but my dear
friends, there is one element in which all these efforts have signally failed and they
have failed in their attention to the human being, and human being as you know, is
supreme in this world. And that is where there has been failure. Science has
advanced, technology has advanced, armaments have advanced, there is nuclear
weaponry, all kinds of things are happening in this world. But the human element was
being left far, far behind. Human element was not receiving the kind of attention which
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it needs. And please believe me, the most difficult thing on earth is to deal with the
human element. Each person out of these three billion is a person in his or her own
rioht. lt's not easv to deal with that human element. And some force had to arise in
oider to combat the other force, the force of selfishness. And that force emerged
when your Mother began to promote Sahaja Yoga.

Now, perhaps you know or some of you may know or some of you may not know
when, after marriage, we had two daughters, one of them is sitting here, we had a little
pact between ourselves. I said,'Until my daughters, our daughters grow up, they are
well brought up, they are married, you must look after them." And She agreed and
She looked after the children and brought them up, got them married and once that
was done, then we said, nNow, the world must see You!" And that is how Sahaja
Yoga began and hag sprouted.

What I am seeing today here is absolutely fascinating, astounding, amazing, enabling,
uplifting. I recall the earlier days, when a small group, and some of them are here,
they began to be with your Mother to form the initial group of Sahaja Yogis. lt was an
idea, it was a concept, it was a vision. And from them things have grown, things have
developed and now we see this immense gathering of wonderful faces. You cannot
imagine what a great honor and privilege it is for me to be with you. I say this not out
of any modesty or humility, v€Iy sincerely I tell you, to be with you, is itself for me a
very enriching, uplifting experience. I cannot claim to belong to that same plane. You
are at a much higher plane. You have conquered human nature, the viciousness of
human nature, thanks to Her.

Sometimes I tell my friends, I said, "lf I as an individual could have influenced even
one person in the world to change, to improve, to tranform, I would have regarded that
as a very big achievement." But for someone who has transformed hundreds and
thousands throughout the world, what a miracle it is! To me each one of you is a
miracle, please believe me, and I say this in all sincerity and honesty.

Now, Rajesh said I should give some message to you. Yes, I have a message! And
the message is this: The world is today passing through an extremely fascinating
phase of its development. Things are happening today which were inconceivable, even
three years ago. And I said I addressed a gathering of Sahaja Yogis and Sahaja
Yoginis four years ago and I was a bit despondent I had then mentioned to you, I just
do not know how this selfish world in which I have to live and serve, how will this ever
be raised to the higher level to which you belong? | did not see the light of that time.
Of course, my prayer has always been that something should happen to the world.
But what has happened is this, during the preceding three years, twice your Moiher
has visited the United Nations system. Once on the occasion of the 40th anniversary
of the United Nations system. And again later, thanks to Gregoire, who kindly
organized a little meeting. And please believe me, the United Nations System is
beginning to get transformed. Four years ago I was despondent. Today I'm very
hopeful. ln fact, I'm a little bit proud of the United Nations system to which I belong.
You know peace seems to be breaking out, formerly wars used to break out. Now
peace is breaking out. You know what is happening in Afghanistan, the troops are
going away. You know whafs happening in Namibia, it'll become independent. You
know lran and lraq, they were fighting and fighting and fighting. Billions of dollars
wasted! Hundreds of thousands of human lives lost! They are at peace today. There
is no shooting war. You look around the world. India and China, they have met at the

highest level and they are talking as friends. In Pakistan, there is a new government,
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the democracy. Look around the world my dear friends, a change is coming.

Now at this time, at this historic moment, you have a very very important role to play.
You know, toU may - please do not believe that your Sahaja Yoga is confined to the
persons whb are here. Your vibrations - Her vibrations are spreading now, and you
have a historic moment, a historic roie to spread the message of Sahaja Yoga. That is
the time today.

Well, my dear friends, what more can ! say? | think we are already very very fortunate
that we- are living In times like this. You know there was a greqt philosopher, called
Plato - great philosopher, and he had said that perhaps power could bg g_!yen, gb_sof-yte
power to a philosopher king. Rousseau came much later and he said, nYes, let's find
a philosopher king in whose hands all power could be trusted without any fear of power
corruptin!. And now you have someone in whose hands even the complete divine
power is only for the blessings.

I now want to thank you, thank you for your kindness, for your love, for your affection,
for your consideration, for giving me, even me, a- chance to be with you. Well, I said I
don't quite deserve to be wheie you place me, but that is your kindness and atfection
and profoundly grateful. Perhaps I might mention to you I have now decided, and have
so informed the International Maritime Organization Assembly, that when my term,
current term, which is the fourth term, expires on the 31st of December 1989, which is
about a year from now, I shall not be seeking and shall not accept any further
extension of my mandate. So l'll be free from my obligations to the United Nations
system, one year from now, and who knows what happens thereafter? What other
obligations come my way, l'll be readyl Thank you very much.

INTERVIEW WITH SHRI MATAJI
12/30/88 in Alibag, lndia

Shri Mataji responded to the questions below in an interview in Alibag, India, 1988.
The tape is available at the AudioA/ideo center in Austria.

Q: Please explain the difference between East and West. What can lndia bring to the
West?

Q: There exists a certain image in the West that in India there are so many false
gurus. How can we Western people know what is the truth?

Q: The Indian music is very important on the way to spirituality or to become deeper.
Could You explain?

Q: On the first day of the tour I have been in front of the house of an lndian family
and there was a cow lying in front of the house. I asked the little boy gf the family
who was maybe 6-8 years old to draw the cow. He did something astonishing_ which
we maybe even with twenty years could do - | mean it is really perfectly done. Do you
think that Indians are especially gifted and able to do handicrafts, arts?
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Q: You spoke in Ganapatipule that You would like to establish a sort of a school for
handicrafts?

Q: How can art and handicrafts, in the way You imagine it, influence the new age?

NEWS FROM BOSTON

|ft"r, a protracted.spell of moving slowly through the doldrums the Boston Collective
has found the wind and is underway again.

On Saturday, April 10th at 7:30 we held the first large scale public meeting with
accompanying media blitz that we've had in a long time. Gregoire'offered to cofore up
and give the lecture if we would do the organizing. That was before the India toui.
After we returned, we began !g get the wheels of- activity turning again. Plans were
made, lists made up, responsibilities assigned. A poster was designed and after what
seemed like an inordinate amount of mayi, finally printed up.

In the midst of this, ̂Gregoqq phoned saying that Mother Herself had been thinking
about this program. So the Divine attention was on us.

We rented a nice. lecture -hall, seating about 1-Qp, on the Harvard Campus at Harvard
Square in Cambridge. Then we sent out public service announcements to 15 radio
stations, contacted several newspapers for free advertising and put paid ads in several
more. The theme of the program'was nPersonal and W6rld Tr'ansfbrmation,n the idea
Ppilq. tg qmblqqe 3 ltrge.r sphere. than we had in the past, particularly after what Shri
Mataji had said in India about saving the whole world.

On the. S^aturday before the. program we set up our Sahaja Yoga publicity table in
Harvard Square, as we had 

.done 
on Arlinqton town dav. Wd' uied ou'r' bio red

banner/tabl6cover with large gold letters saying SAHAJA YOGA. On the table wE fraO
q nlce large picture of Mother, along with flowers and other printed matter. Then we
decided !o ge!.-agqressive and hand- out our small brochure dnd leaflets to passersby.
It was a beautiful day and we all had fun.

One of the added attrac'tions was a photo display of some of our great realized
leaders, plus quotes. The theme was 'What do all tliese men have in coirmon?' This
was displayed on folding panels right at the entrance to the lecture hall where it
attracted a lot of attention.

The program itself wql! very well... Yggis lfom Maine and New York came to join us
and we amounted to thirty or so all tolcf. There were 35-40 people in attendance with
a final count of over 7O people in the hall. The lecture itseli was interesting and
touched on many points and ended with most people getting their realization.

We had scheduled a follow-up meeting for the next Wednesday, in addition to our
weekly Friday meetings. .Gregoire suggested we have a 'course," so the day of the
program several of us brainstormed up a course, complete with syllabus. lt's a 3-week
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'lntroduction to Sahaja Yoga" @urse, using a book for beginners designed by Carolyn
Vance.

After the first follow-up and first class of the course, we have 6 people of good quality
attending" This is very exciting for us and it looks like we will actually move ahead
here in Boston. By Mother's grace, we will.

Mark Sutherland, Boston

Unique displav on the role of the Divine in World Affairs

Picture a photographic exhibit including Martin Luther King, Albert Einstein, Dag
Hammerskjold, Mahatma Ghandi, Anwar Sadat and Abraham Lincoln. Such a display
was a feature at the recent Boston Sahaja Yoga meeting at Harvard University: a
professional quality exhibit including quotes and min-biographies of these respected
world leaders who are all realized souls.

New York and Boston yogis worked cooperatively to find quotes, take photos, mount
them and build display panels. The exhibit itself is available for Sahaja Yoga events.
Please contact Gregoire de Kalbermatten for more information if your center would like
to borrow this exhibit.

Quotes and mini-biographies from the exhibit follow:

WHAT DO THESE MEN HAVE IN COMMON?

An essential aspect of the knowledge which Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi brings to us is
the recognition that the Spirit within us is the source of pure knowledge and creativity
(genius). When one has become connected with the Spirit, and the more one identifies
with it, the more receptive one becomes to those flashes of inspiration which emanate
from that source.

Throughout history, there have been great statesmen, scientists, artists and others who
recognised that the genius which they manifested came from within, yet from a source
deeper than their intellect.

Pictured here are six figures who have been important in world affairs, widely
recognised as great leaders in the ongoing efforts towards peace and the betterment of
humanity. What makes them unique is that they all recognised the role of the divine in
their work. Their greatness had its roots in their sensitivity to the fact that the divine
works within each of us. They were very humble individuals who realized that their
talents and insight came from a source which, while of them, was yet beyond them.

MARTIN LUTHER KING

Whether we call it an unconscious process, an impersonal Brahman, or a Personal
Being of matchless power and infinite love, there is a creative force in this universe
that works to bring the disconnected aspect of reality into a harmonious whole.
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ANWAR SADAT

For with every action we take to realize ourselves, we fulfill the will of God and His will
is everlasting. There is a long way for me and my people to go before we achieve a
life where love, peace, prosperity and the integrtty of man prevail. May God guide our
steps and those of our fellow men everywhere.

ALBERT EINSTEIN

Betterment of conditions the world over is not essentially dependent upon scientific
knowledge but on the fulfillment of human traditions and ideals. I believe, therefore,
that men like Confucius, Buddha, Jesus and Gandhi have done more for humanity with
respect to the development of ethical behavior than science could ever accomplish.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN

I know that there is a God, and that he hates injustice and slavery. -l see the storm
coming, and I know His had is in it. lf he has a place and work for me, and I think he
has, I believe I am ready...

DAG HAMMARSKJOLD

Looking back into the past we see how peoples have been oppressed - and how
peoples have accepted oppressions in the name of God. May we not be approaching a
time when in His name they will instead be giving and accepting freedom?

GANDHI

Man's ultimate aim is the realization of God, and all his activities, political, social and
religious, have to be guided by the ultimate aim of the vision of God.

Dag Hammarskiold (1905-1961):
Swedish Statesman, Secretary General of the United Nations from 1953 to 1961. Key
leader who made the U.N. an effective international force.

Anwar El-Sadat (1 91 8-1981 ):
President of Egypt from 1970 to 1981. Awarded Nobel Peace Prize in 1977 for efforts
in settling the Arab-lsraeli conflict.

Albert Einstein (1879-1955):
German-born physicist, became American citizen in 1940, received Nobel Prize in
physics in 1921. Active in world affairs concerning the struggle for peace.

Abraham Lincoln (1 809-1 865):
16th President of the United States from 1861 to 1865. Abolished slavery; known as
the "Great Emancipator" during this ountry's Civil War.

7
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Martin Luther King (1929-1968):
Leader of the civil rights movement in this country during the 1960's; proponent of non-
viofence. Received Nobel Peace Prize in 1964.

Mahatma Gandhi (1 869-1 948):
Leader of Indian struggle for independence and "father' of modern India. Put the
principles of 'non-violent non-cooperation" into practice as an effective political tool.

Easter Puja Seminar in the Virata

By the Divine Grace of our Mother, the Sahaja Yogis of the west coast held a seminar
over the Easter weekend. The site was about a forty-five minute drive south of the city
in the setting of San Mateo county's lush green hills, where the redwood forest forms a
backdrop for the pounding surf of the Pacific Ocean.

Carloads of brothers and sisters began arriving early Friday morning, some having
traveled two days to arrive. As our numbers swelled, the thousands of miles which
keep us physically apart just melted away. There is nothing that stirs the heart more
than the unspoken bonds of love we feel when reunited after a long time apart.

After everyone had arrived a general meeting was held and the efforts for Shri Mataji's
North American tour were outlined and discussed. The remainder of the evening was
spent decorating the main hall, and having light hearted activities such as an egg
decorating contest and just enjoying each others company after a long winter.

Saturday morning after collective meditation, we hiked in the surrounding forests, the
more adventurous trekking far afield, others surveying the beautiful courtryside from a
large hill.

The late afternoon a havan pit was prepared in an outdoor ampitheater and everyone
gathered as the sun was setting. The havan was very dynamic and the moment it
ended, Shri Varuna poured down sheets of rain upon us as we made for cover in the
main hall. Then the bhajans began: harmoniums, tablas, guitars, cymbals and the
Spirit brought our voices together as one, and the singing and dancing continued until
the early hours of the morning. As the evening progressed, Shri Varuna continued to
shower torrents of rain and hail to thoroughly cleanse the whole area.

We slept with Mother's feet in our hearts.

Sunday everyone was up early helping prepare for the Puja, which flowed smoothly
and effortlessly with all the yogis awash in the vibrations at Mother's feet. lt became
apparent that something very powerful and deep was working out in the Virata. The
silence felt within on this auspicious day was tremendous as Sahaja Yogis everywhere
were worshipping Lord Jesus Christ, The Son of The Father and The Holy Ghost.
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N E#."Ef'5:'ff-?[' Iu?' fr*
JAI SHRI MATAJI!!

In Delhi the public programs of Shri Mataji are going on really yery successfully.. The
first program, near Dr. Talwads house, was attended by about 3,000 persons and was
tremendbus. The second was in a beautiful auditorium where Mother spoke in English
and was attended by 2,000 persons; many of them were educated intellestuals, so
there was a question and answer session, but aftenrards everyone got the Realization.

The third program on Sunday was really "super.n lt was held in Noida, from where
these musical groups had come this time to Ganapatipule. lt was arranged around an
open stage in the grounds of Delhi Public School, Noida. A village scene was created
with a hut decorated with banana leaves and flowers. Shri Mataji was delayed as She
had gone for a day to Lucknow, and the plane got delayed.

Mother's lecture was short, but very powerful. At the end there was a musical program
with bhaians sung by some new but very melodious voices. In fact, it seemed like
Ganapatipule recreated, and everyone was dancing till late after midnight. After that,
Mother went to a local Sahaja Yogi's home for dinner and private talk.

The last two programs (13th and 14th) have been held in the lawns of the Constitution
Club in the heart of the town, and the ailendance was quite good. The first day, when
Shri Mataii was about to arrive at the prograam it started raining heavily - in fact, it
was like a thunderstorm. Mother came and was angry that we had organized it in the
open, in spite of Her advice not to do so. In 10 or 15 minutes, strong winds started
to blow and then there was no rain throughout the program. As soon as the program
ended and Mother left, rain started to pour again with full forcel So this is how Mother
plays with Her children and teaches them the importance of surrender.

Today again the program is at the same place and tommorrow Mother has decided to
have another program at Noida in the evening. Then there are two programs on the
17th and the 18th at Dehradum and hopefully a Puja in Delhi on the 19th. Atterwards,
Shri Mataji will be leaving for Bombay for a musical program on the 20th and Birthday
Puja on the 21st of March. There are some Delhi Sahaja Yogis going to Bombay and
perhaps I may also be going along with them.

Sita and her husband are here for the programs. She is desiring to go to Kathmandu
and has also taken permission from Shri Mataji. She hopes to meet some Austrian
brothers and sisters, as Shri Mataji told her in Pune that some Austrians would also be
coming to Kathmandu...

Jai Shri Mataji!

Love,

Deepak Talwar

9
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THE GIFT OF LIFE

Thank you Dear Mother
for this ehild so bright,
another beacon to spread the light
of this new era about to begin,
in which the edifice of dharma
will be established within.

The children are columns
upon we the foundations,
to establish the fountain
of divine vibrations.
The fruits of their labors
will soon be seen,
as will the Kingdom of God,
with You as its Queenl

David Dunphy, San Diego

WRITING POETRY:
A GIFT FROM MOTHER

"Human brain has a dimension which animals do not have,
a mental or emotional dimension with which we understand
love. We understand how to receive and reciprocate. We
understand how to receive poetry and we also understand
how to create these.'

(Mother's talk on ego, superego 19771

Writing poetry, as an expression of one's bhakti (devotion), is an enjoyment possible for
every yogi. Poetry involves feeling, a sense of music or rhythm of sounds and an
openness to the Divine vibrations. The Goddess waits, everpresent: we only need to
focus our attention, and desire to write.

One's bhakti can be direct, as in a poem written to a specific aspect of Shri Mataji, or
can be directed to the beauties of nature. or the little events of life that reflect the
Spirit.

Classic Western poetry often speaks from a left-sided melancholic nature, and identifies
with an artistic approach to life based on suffering. Poems of lost love, tragedy and

10
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longing were historically recognized as grgat works of art in the West. - Although
complex in content and structure, the inspiration from the Divine was missing. No!
surprisingly many of us didnt really like or "understand" this poetry when it was part of
our English lesson at school.

True poetry expresses the Spirit in words that have an integral sense of rhythm. Blank
or free verse is the most accessible form of poetry for any yogi/writer without formal
training, and is a familiar poetic structure: most modern poetry is written in free verse.
A natural rhythm develops in the arrangement of words without couplets or particular
rhythms. Free verse is close to iazz as an art form - a structured improvisation that
allows an informal relationship of sounds, words and meaning.

The creative process in writing from the center is akin to the playful attitude one must
have in putting a puzzle together or painting a flower. One's attention is inside on the
Kundalini. Simultaneously one's sensibilities are open to the process at hand in a
detached way. Interestingly, the more detached you may be in a true sense when
writing, the stronger the pure feeling from the Divine will come to the writer.

"ln your own way, think it, what can we do for Sahaja
Yoga? In everything you can se€ Sahaja. You will get
ideas. Pass them all. Write them down. Write your poetry.
So many things can be done by all of you, and there is no
time to be wasted anymore."

(Alibag 1988, address to Sahaja Yogis)

'Write them down, write your poetry.' Mother's words tell us we all have this poetry
inside, and that the act of writing is not a frivolous act, but something that comes from
the very core of Sahaja Yoga.

"You become a beautiful person - aesthetics come in. You
can become suddenly a great poet.'

(Sat Chit Anand - Feb 1977 New Delhi)

Poetry is best written spontaneously from the heart, without plan or conscious intent.
Often the simple focusing on one aspect of nature (the sky, flowers or the sea) is
enough of a catalyst to start writing. Shri Mataji gives a very interesting example of
Her own experience as a child which reflects this un-selfconscious quality of creativity:

'Today, we are having a Puja at Dhulia. Like the Dhulia means the dust.
Dust. And one day I had written in childhood a poem I remember.

Very interesting poem it was. I don't know where it is now - but which
said - | want to be smaller like a dust particle which moves with the wind.
It goes everywhere. Can go, sit on the head of a King, or can go and
fall at the feet of someone. And it can go and sit everywhere. But I
want to be a particle of dust that is fragrant, that is nourishing, that is
enlightening.

Like that I had written a very beautiful poem, I was about seven years of
age, I remember.
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Please send poems to: Poetry Project
c/o Karen De Cocker
27 Ashland Street
Arlington, MA 42174

Do not hesitate to send poems that might need some editorial help in completion.
Support in writing is available.

12

To be a dust particle I remember that very closely, long time bac*, that I
should be a dust particle so that I will permeate into people, which is a
very big thing - to be a dust particle of any kind.

To just whatever you touch, you see, that it becomes enlivening, whatever
you just teel, ttrai is fragranbe. ft ib such a great thing, to b-d like that.
And that was My desire and it will be achieved. At that young age, I had
this idea of becoming a dust particle and today just while talking to you, I
remembered that I wanted to be that and that is what this place is."

(Shri Saraswati Puja 1983 at Dhulia)

CALL FOB POETRY

We would like to compile a portfolio of poetry by American Sahaja Yogis (including any
yogis living here). Please send poems about our seeking, poems about realization and
Joy.

For new writers, there is plenty of time before the June 1Sth deadline.
The poems will be presented to Shri Mataji during Her summer visit, depending on a
strong response from all of us. The poems could also be printed up in booklet form.
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THE SONG AT FIEATHBOW AIRPORT

Tremendous among the tremendous milestones of Sahaja history was the gleat
Hanuman puja performed in Margate ("Ma ga!e'), South England on 23 Apri!, birthdate
of William-Shakespeare and day of Saint George, patron of Englandl As I sit in
Heathrow airport lo put on piper some of my iecollections, -l deeply feel. the
inadequacy oi words, or any form of human expression to render the effects of joy's
swelling spring, "bliss casualty" and vibration blast that we came to experien^ce. When
they say that reality goes beyond fiction, wlat can we say about Reality? lt goes
beyond dreams and desires: the best we wish for ourselves is nothing compared to
thei best that the Adi Shakti wishes for Her children. Born in a drop, we felt that the
highest we might possibly achieve is the pond; we don't even dare the lake. But She,
th6 lshwari, sriiled, with byes radiating tinieless love, and what She pours for us, is the
Ocean. From that all encompassing, ominiscient glance, the snow of Kailash is melting
in the river of love, the water of Vaikuntha purifies us through recognition of the Truth
of Her Divinity. From beyond the walls of time, as She graciously danced to create the
primordial sound, Her glance captured us all, already there, as we are now, drinking
Chaitanya, kneeling knights and laughing lions, children born in shyness to their own
divinity, pilgrims and virgin princesses who were true enough to their pure desire that
they may now see their God face to face. And the beaming of Her children's faces, as
they stand before Her, through precious tears of adoration, manifest the rainbow
response of angelic love. The glance that was cast on Shri Hanuman in Lanka's
Ashoka Gardens; the glance that received the High Angel Gabriel in Nazareth; the
glance of the Primordial Goddess blessed the kundalinis of six hundred yogis and
yoginis prostrated before Her at the end of the puja. And because She so willed and
desired, this glance covered us with the faultless kavach, the armour of invisible
diamonds that was ever yearned for by the first eleven lords of the gone by days.

What shall I write? These lines are about Love and God, and Love which is the
Motherhood of God and about the creation of a new angelic metal in the fire of Kali
Yuga. Let us go deep within ourselves to receive Her glance through the window of
our Atma. To receive the core of all bliss, the recognition of Shri Mataji's Divinity.
Only this movement will raise us into our full reality and we shall, in silent gratitude and
glory, recognize our own truth, we shall know who we are.

Waking up from a summer night's dream
I saw, laying in the grass
As the forms that are no more but had been
The serpent skin of my individuality.
The dew was cool, the moon shiny
I in You and You in me
Got up sleepy and Good Morning
I looked around to touch Being
They were all there, brothers, sisters
The ones He loved, the worshippers
My very Self, children of Mother.

Perfumes have shapes, sounds carry light
The tongues of fire burn tall and bright
Look at the Horse! lt is all white.

Gregoire
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April, 1989

CALENDAR

April 21-23 Hanuman Jayanti England

May 5-7 Sahasrara Day ltaly - Sorrento near Naples
(Puja on 5th May)

May 19-21 Buddha Purnima Spain

July 21-23 Guru Puja Milan

Aug.25-27 Shri Krishna Puja Switzerland

Oct.27-29 Divali France

A REMINDER: All Sahaja Yogis who are able should contributett00 for international
projects at the time of Sahasraia Day.

The Divine Cool Breeze Information

The deadline for articles is the 10th of each month so that the newsletter can be sent
out on the first of the following month. All types of contributions which relate to Sahaj
Yoga are welcome.

Please make all checks payable to 'Vishwa Nirmala Dharma."

In North America: The subscription amount for the newsletter is $21 per year for 11
issues. Please make checks payable to Vishwa Nirmala Dharma and send them to:
The Divine Cool Breeze, 6276 Lakewood Street, San Diego, CA 92122.

International Circulation: A complimentary copy of each issue is sent to every major
center around the world. Personal paid subsriptions may be pro-rated at $4 per issue;
back issues may be ordered at the same rate.


